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I wanted to do poems of all the colors (well the main ones) Because I see poeple doing it all the time, so
I figured "HEY! I'll give it a try." ^^
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Red

Red is a color of many meanings
It can be war and blood and guts
But it can also be the color of cheeks when we blush
And the color of roses on a bush
So as long as we are good
Red will no longer be the color of spilt blood

Orange

Orange is an overlooked color
People don’t realize how great it really is
It’s the color of a flower
And a part of the rainbow in a spring shower
Pumpkins on Halloween lighting the way
And you can see it in the flames even when you’re far away
The leaves in fall are all around
In the trees and on the ground
It’s even used to save us when we’re hunting
Without which, we’d be dying
So orange is really quite important
Let it be for just enjoyment
Or something even more important
To save lives…

Yellow

Yellow is the color of the sun
And baby ducklings on the run
Buttercup flowers
And yellow cakes
Bumblebees buzzing
And people peeing!

Green

Green is everywhere
There is green grass here



And green grass there
Green turtles
Frogs
And beetles
But it’s not permanent
For fall will come and destroy it all

Blue

Blue is everywhere
You can’t escape it here
It’s in the sky
Were animals fly
And in the sea
Were we water-ski
So learn to like it
Because it’s here to stay

Purple

Purple is a color that came from two
From blue and red hue
Two completely different colors to form one new
Blue, which we can’t escape, it’s all around
Red, the color of blood, from a wound
But when combined together
They make this happy gay color!

Black

Black is the color of the dark dark night with no moon about
Gothics and punks like to wear it when they go out
Murders occur at night a lot
And people steal cars out of parking lots
So it can hide many misfortunes
But can create many pretty scenes
Like lit walkways
And fireflies
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